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From the Editor in Chief ...

F orget objects. The killer buzzword of our era
is now services. And who isn't for services?
Services are the “motherhood and apple pie”

of modern computing. But unlike motherhood — or
maybe like motherhood, for all I know — services
can mean different things to different people.

Litmus Test
Ask five people what a service is and you will get
five answers. Here’s a sampling of the answers
from different communities, reflecting their back-
grounds and prejudices:

� Networking: a service is
characterized by band-
width and such properties.

� Telecommunications: it’s a 
telephony feature such as
caller ID and call forward-
ing, and basic connection
services like narrowband
versus broadband (itself of 
a few varieties).

� Systems: services are components for billing
and storage and other key systems functions.

� Web applications: services correspond to Web
pages, especially those with forms or a pro-
grammatic interface thereto.

� Wireless: services are wireless versions of the
Web, but also things like the exceedingly pop-
ular short message service (SMS).

If there is agreement here, it is just at a dictionary
level — that a service is some capability that is pro-
vided and exploited. I will use this as a working def-
inition. The different answers offer a litmus test,
however, for judging the roles played in construct-
ing distributed systems. 

Using Services
Services provide a programming metaphor that
supports the right kinds of programming models

for open distributed systems. Service architectures
are modular, because each service inherently
offers a certain provider-subscriber interface. This
interface enables much flexibility, for instance, by
allowing proxy agents to transparently provide
new services based on old services and to com-
pose services as appropriate. Composability is a
powerful property for engineering software and
more than sufficient justification for all the inter-
est in services.

Although services must be invoked, their invo-
cations will often be implicit. For example, many
networking and telecom services are not invoked
as such; they are merely variants of some basic
services that are invoked. That is, you might
invoke a packet-delivery service to send a series of
packets. With the same programming interface and
depending on what underlying service is provi-
sioned, you might have different guarantees as to
the packet delivery in terms of, say, jitter. In tele-
com, whether is of regulatory (and hence econom-
ic) interest. For example, looking up a phone num-
ber is a stand-alone service, whereas call
forwarding is a feature of telephony.

To get a feel for these distinctions, see the Fed-
eral Communications Commission’s ruling on
reverse lookup (http://www.fcc.gov/Bureaus/
Common_Carrier/Orders/1996/da961069.txt). 

Architectural Dilemma
If we view services as invocations, the building
blocks of a service are the classical pull and push
approaches. Both pull and push typically involve
filters or constraints that are associated with
invocations. How precise or elaborate the con-
straints are is often a matter of performance. If
the constraint in the invocation is weaker — that
is, more liberal — then the subscriber (perhaps a
computation) must apply additional constraints
to filter out undesirable results. But the only
effect of where you do the filtering is on the per-
formance. 

Composability is a

powerful property

for engineering

software.
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Services

The simple service architecture plays host to an interest-
ing dilemma. On one side, doing the filtering as part of the
subscriber can affect the performance of the composed sys-
tem noticeably over some infrastructures. For example, if
a service pushes notifications with minimal constraints, it
might overwhelm a wireless device with the data. Of course,
a good application would shield its user from masses of
data by applying additional constraints. 

On the other side of this dilemma, the best constraints
are situational, that is, dependent on the user’s situation as
inferred by the subscriber. 

Current provider-centric approaches to services ignore
the user’s situation altogether. But how could they not
ignore it?  Situational information is usually not available
to the service and there are good reasons, such as preserv-
ing privacy, why it should not be made available. You
wouldn’t want your location disclosed to all services just
because they might send you an alert relevant to your
location.

Standardizing Situations
Services can take some profiles, usually rigid, to accom-
modate the interests of users but not their changing situa-
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tions. The usual service architecture makes the subscriber
responsible for managing the situation. This is reason-
able, because keeping an interface generic broadens the
applicability of a given service. Today, making a service
open means enabling access through a well-known pro-
tocol, such as HTTP, and maybe a published syntax, such
as an XML DTD. But true openness requires publishing
the semantics as well. 

Even a generic interface can be rich. It should enable a
wider variety of constraints. In particular, services should
have declarative, inspectable representations of knowledge,
so that a discerning subscriber can determine how the
capability provided by a service relates to its situational
constraints. The subscriber should be able to probe the ser-
vice in various ways to obtain the best utility from the ser-
vice, but without compromising his, her, or its privacy. 

For example, in the context of a notifications service,
this would mean telling the subscriber what kinds of
attributes the available notifications have and how they
might be accessed, but not asking the details of their sit-
uation. To do so generically presupposes the development
of standards for the kinds of situational variants appro-
priate in different domains.
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